
Blue Ribbon Mathematics 

Math I for Everyone 
 

Purpose  

I have chosen functions and function notation.  Classroom data from Conceptual Math 

class shows that students did not retain the concept of functions or function notation.  The 

students were given a quiz in which 50% had errors in using function notation to find 

values and graph quadratic and linear functions.  Classroom data was also generated from 

a pre-test given to Math I students. 70% of students had difficulties finding values using 

function notation.  30% of students could not find the domain and range when given the 

values of the function in a table.  

 

Standards   

Understand the concept of a function and use function notation.  

(Students should experience a variety of types of situations modeled by functions. Detailed analysis of any 

particular class of function at this stage is not advised. Students should apply these concepts throughout 

their future mathematics courses. Draw examples from linear and exponential functions. In M.1HS.LER.6, 

draw connection to M.1HS.LER.5, which requires students to write arithmetic and geometric sequences. 

Emphasize arithmetic and geometric sequences as examples of linear and exponential functions.)  

M.1HS.LER.4  

     

    understand that a function from one set (called the domain) to another set (called the 

range) assigns to each element of the domain exactly one element of the range. If f is a 

function and x is an element of its domain, then f(x) denotes the output of f corresponding 

to the input x. The graph of f is the graph of the equation y = f(x). 

(CCSS.Math.Content.HSF-IF.A.1) 

M.1HS.LER.5  

     

    use function notation, evaluate functions for inputs in their domains and interpret 

statements that use function notation in terms of a context. (CCSS.Math.Content.HSF-

IF.A.1) 

M.1HS.LER.6  

     

    recognize that sequences are functions, sometimes defined recursively, whose domain is a 

subset of the integers. For example, the Fibonacci sequence is defined recursively by f(0) 

= f(1) = 1, f(n+1) = f(n)+ f(n-1) for n = 1. (CCSS.Math.Content.HSF-IF.A.1) 

 

Timeline  

The lesson will be implemented after the study of solving equations and graphing linear 

equations.  The concepts of solving equations will refresh the student’s understanding of 

order of operations essential for evaluating functions.  The graphing of equations will 

give the students a visual representation a functions.  This will help their understanding 

of how functions work.  The lesson will be given sometime in November.   

 

Evidence of Student Learning  

 

1. Guided Discussion Questions: Data will be collected about overall understanding of 

the concepts of functions.  

What is a function?  

What is the difference between a function and a relationship that is not a function?  

What is the domain and range?  

When evaluating functions dealing with real world problems, interpret the meaning using 

the context of the problems.  

 



2. Check and correct practice problems in small groups having the students peer tutor and 

work cooperatively to get the correct answers.  The students will explain concepts in their 

own words to help each other.  

 

3. Students will complete quizzes after practicing to check understanding.  This data will 

guide the re-teaching process.  

 

4. Students will complete a unit test to check overall knowledge gain.  

 

5. Final Exam Questions: There will be a portion of semester exam in which questions 

will be on the topics discussed in this lesson. This will test long-term understanding of 

functions.   

 

Students will be placed into four rotating groups. “Function Stations”  

 

Group 1  

Using Computers will go to http://www.mathplayground.com/functionmachine.html  

Use the Function Machine “video and audio”  

Students will find the functions to relate inputs to outputs.  

 

Group 2  

Students will view a PowerPoint Presentation “What is a Function?”  

Students will complete the examples.  

 

Group 3  

Using Computers students will go to http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/category_g_4_t_1.html  

NLVM Grades 9-12 Numbers and Operations “Function Machine”  

Students will find patterns and use reasoning to find the next three numbers.  

 

Group 4  

Using TI-83 students will complete “Box It Up (A Graphical Look)” from Texas 

Instruments.  

http://education.ti.com/en/us/activity/detail?id=83EC1C2E99654DD7B949E30E5EF7D8

48&ref=/en/us/activity/search/subject?d=6B854F0B5CB6499F8207E81D1F3A25E6&a

mp;s=B843CE852FC5447C8DD88F6D1020EC61&amp;sa=2D7AB06424004125A392E

B9A075CABC0&amp;t=558065D56A4F439FAE0876AC26C03F04  

Students will investigate the volume formula of a rectangular box as a function of the 

height.  

Students will find the practical domain and range of the function with respect to the 

question.  

 

Other Technology Resources:  

IPAD app  

Function Mystery Machine  

 

Video  

http://www.mathplayground.com/functionmachine.html
http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/category_g_4_t_1.html
http://education.ti.com/en/us/activity/detail?id=83EC1C2E99654DD7B949E30E5EF7D848&ref=/en/us/activity/search/subject?d=6B854F0B5CB6499F8207E81D1F3A25E6&amp;s=B843CE852FC5447C8DD88F6D1020EC61&amp;sa=2D7AB06424004125A392EB9A075CABC0&amp;t=558065D56A4F439FAE0876AC26C03F04
http://education.ti.com/en/us/activity/detail?id=83EC1C2E99654DD7B949E30E5EF7D848&ref=/en/us/activity/search/subject?d=6B854F0B5CB6499F8207E81D1F3A25E6&amp;s=B843CE852FC5447C8DD88F6D1020EC61&amp;sa=2D7AB06424004125A392EB9A075CABC0&amp;t=558065D56A4F439FAE0876AC26C03F04
http://education.ti.com/en/us/activity/detail?id=83EC1C2E99654DD7B949E30E5EF7D848&ref=/en/us/activity/search/subject?d=6B854F0B5CB6499F8207E81D1F3A25E6&amp;s=B843CE852FC5447C8DD88F6D1020EC61&amp;sa=2D7AB06424004125A392EB9A075CABC0&amp;t=558065D56A4F439FAE0876AC26C03F04
http://education.ti.com/en/us/activity/detail?id=83EC1C2E99654DD7B949E30E5EF7D848&ref=/en/us/activity/search/subject?d=6B854F0B5CB6499F8207E81D1F3A25E6&amp;s=B843CE852FC5447C8DD88F6D1020EC61&amp;sa=2D7AB06424004125A392EB9A075CABC0&amp;t=558065D56A4F439FAE0876AC26C03F04


http://www.brightstorm.com/math/algebra/graphs-and-functions/relations-and-

determining-whether-a-relation-is-a-function/  

 

Students will complete a quiz at the end of each day.  

Students will also complete practice problems from the textbook between stations.   

 

Before each day a large group discussion will review and correct general misconceptions.  

 

Questions for the Unit Test and Final Exam will be pulled for quizzes.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brightstorm.com/math/algebra/graphs-and-functions/relations-and-determining-whether-a-relation-is-a-function/
http://www.brightstorm.com/math/algebra/graphs-and-functions/relations-and-determining-whether-a-relation-is-a-function/


Differential Instruction Chart  

 

 Content 

(What you are teaching.) 

Process 

(How students are 

learning.) 

Product 

(How students show 

what they learned.) 

Student 

Readiness 
 

Evaluating Expression  

Graphing Equations  

 

 Complete Pre-Test for 

Unit  

Previous Classroom 

Discussions  

Student 

Interest 

 

Create examples from 

student survey questions  

Students will use 

different technologies to 

receive the knowledge 

necessary to be 

successful.  

Graphing Calculators,  

Laptops, Smart Board, 

Internet  

 

Student 

Learning 

Profile 

Multiple 

Intelligence) 

 

Function or Not!  

4-ways  

Finding the Pattern. 

2-Web Applets   

Using the Function. 

Practice Problems  

Auditory: Listen to 

video and class 

discussion 

Visual: Watch video, 

Power Point, 

Kinesthetic: Web 

Applets at the Smart 

Board. “Moving the 

Numbers into Function 

Machines” 

Completion of Activity 

Sheets 

Kinesthetic: Quizzes 

Unit Test 

Auditory: Oral 

Discussion Questions 

  


